To: Allied Moulded Products, Inc. – Residential Products Manufacturer Representatives

Allied Moulded residential fiberglass box products will be changing in color to a lighter cream color and you will easily see the difference. The transition to the new color will happen over the next few months and some products have already made it to our stocking distributors.

We want to take this opportunity to assure all of you that the new material is different only in color and not in material characteristics or performance. All box features and benefits remain unchanged as we move through this transition. Allied Moulded residential outlet box materials must meet stringent requirements and are constantly being tested to ensure they exceed all the UL® test requirements for outlet and flush device boxes.

The color change is due to the change in color of calcium carbonate (limestone) coming in from our raw material vendor as the location of the mined material has changed.

If you have any questions or comments regarding the change, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Dave Gordon
National Sales Manager